In complex visual representations, there are several possible challenges for the visual perception that might be eased by adding sound as a second modality (i.e. sonification). It was hypothesized that sonification would support visual perception when facing challenges such as simultaneous brightness contrast or the Mach band phenomena. This hypothesis was investigated with an interactive sonification test, yielding objective measures (accuracy and response time) as well as subjective measures of sonification benefit. In the test, the participant's task was to mark the vertical pixel line having the highest intensity level. This was done in a condition without sonification and in three conditions where the intensity level was mapped to different musical elements. The results showed that there was a benefit of sonification, with higher accuracy when sonification was used compared to no sonification. This result was also supported by the subjective measurement. The results also showed longer response times when sonification was used. This suggests that the use and processing of the additional information took more time, leading to longer response times but also higher accuracy. There were no differences between the three sonification conditions.
Introduction
Data are produced by many different research disciplines, resulting in data ranging from static data to dynamic temporal data sets. It is common to use different visual representations to present this information, either to facilitate data exploration for researchers or in outreach activities for sharing information with fellow researchers or the public. Employing visualization also entails exposure to general challenges in visual perception. One of these challenges is known as simultaneous brightness contrast [36] , as shown in Fig. 1 . Simultaneous brightness contrast happens when a colored patch with a set luminance is perceived as brighter when it is placed in a region surrounded by dark hues compared to when it is placed in region with overall lighter hues. This will in turn negatively affect the perception of density levels as well as strength or amount in the data encoded as intensity Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (https://doi.org/10.1007/s12193-019-00311-0) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users. B Niklas Rönnberg niklas.ronnberg@liu.se 1 Division for Media and Information Technology, Linköping University, 581 83 Linköping, Sweden levels in visual representations. As differences in these levels might be essential for understanding and interpreting a visualization correctly, simultaneous brightness contrast might be a considerable impediment for visual data exploration. Another challenge for the human visual perception is the Mach band phenomenon [19] , as shown in Fig. 2 . The Mach band phenomena occurs at boundaries between colors, or between shades of colors, and is perceived as a gradient just next to the boundary even if the actual color is solid. This will also affect the perception the visual representation negatively.
Visualization is often applied to data of large size and complex structure. To facilitate perception of visual representations, it is common to employ renderings based on the data density [6] . This is typically achieved by rendering semi-transparent objects and additively blending them together. In this way, it is possible to visualize more than one data point in the same position in the visual representation. However, using density information has the drawback that it is difficult to perceive the actual number of blended data points in the representation, as the intensity level (luminance) in the visual representation might become saturated. Also, as discussed above, simultaneous brightness contrast and the Mach band phenomenon further adds to the challenges Fig. 1 An example of simultaneous brightness contrast where the gradient from white to black in the background affect the perception of intensity of the four squares. Even though the four squares have the same hue and the same intensity, the one to the left is (usually) perceived as darker compared to the square to the right Fig. 2 An example of the Mach band phenomenon where seven vertical color bars are in different solid shades of grey, even though they might be perceived as having a gradient or even be a bit arched towards the edges to adjacent color bars in interpreting and understanding of the data in the visual representation.
Shortcomings related to the inherent function of visual perception can never be overcome by visualization alone. However, they could be addressed by adding sound as a complementary modality to sonify density levels, for example. The research area of sonification is rather new and emerging, and focuses primarily on turning data into sound [11] . The reason to use sonification is to enhance and clarify visual representations of data, and to simplify the understanding of these. Auditory display, and sonification, could to be considered as a complementary modality to the visual modality [9, 11, 24] , and the aural modality could be described as another set of senses (i.e. the ears) providing additional input and further information [11, 34] . By combining the visual and the aural modalities it should be possible to design more effective and efficient multimodal visual representations compared to when using visual stimuli alone [31] .
Even though the concept of sonification and data exploration is not new (see for example [8] ), there are only a few examples of evaluating the application of visualization and sonification in combination, for example in connection to depth of market stock data [22] , to augment 3D visualization [17] , and to enhance visualization of molecular simulations [25] . These studies suggest that there is a benefit of sonification in connection to visualization. Some research has considered sonification in connection to data exploration and scatter plots [7, 26] . Even though none of these two studies evaluated simultaneous visual and sonic representation of data, they suggest that there is a benefit of sonification in connection to visualization. Similarly, a beneficial effect of sonification was found when sonification was used for data exploration in scatter plots and parallel coordinates [27, 28] .
There are different approaches to sonification, and the use of sounds in the sonification. For example, a set of data might be converted to a soundwave, or a histogram can be translated into frequencies [11, 24] . It might be questioned how intuitive and pleasant this type of sonification is, and to what extent it is able to convey information and meaning to a listener, at least to an inexperienced listener. Some studies suggest that natural real-world sounds forming auditory icons [10] , like rain and thunder to sonify weather data, might be used in sonification for monitoring and control (see for example [3, 13, 16] ). However, it is dubious if auditory icons would be useful in relation to all types of visual representations or data sets, as more complex sonifications with a multiplicity of combined auditory icons might rather result in noise than forming a soundscape with meaningful holistic characteristics.
Sonification can also use musical sounds, which is interesting as the use of musical elements give good control over the design of the sounds, and enables potentially useful musical components such as timbre, harmonics, melody, rhythm, tempo, and amplitude (e.g. [4, 14, 18, 32] ). Musical sounds is here referred to as deliberately designed and composed sounds, based on a music-theoretical and aesthetic approach. Previous studies have shown promising results for the concept of musical sonification [28, 30] .
There is a number of musical elements [4, 18, 32 ] that might be utilized in sonification. The key is the combination of tones that forms chords producing different harmonies where, traditionally, a major chord is more positive than a minor chord, the harmonics is the sequence of chords which creates the overall impression of the key. More complex harmonies might be more captivating for a listener compared to simpler harmonies [12] , and dissonant chords are experienced as more unpleasant compared to harmonious major or minor chords [23] . Furthermore, timbre is the "color" of the total sound, built up by the different sounds and their inherent characteristics. Softer and more dull timbres are experienced as more negative compared to brighter timbre [14] . Furthermore, pitch is the subjective perception of frequency, where higher pitch (i.e. brighter tones) as well as lower pitch (i.e. lower tones) is more activating for the listener compared to tones in the middle register, and the melody is the sequential contour of the pitches used, where upward melodies are generally more positive compared to downward melodic movements [14] . Moreover, meter, rhythm, and tempo are closely linked together, where meter is the basic rhythmic pattern of beats in a piece of music, while rhythm is the movement in time in which musical elements take place, and tempo is the time interval for the rhythm. A fast-paced rhythm tends to be more activating for a listener compared to a slower paced rhythm [12] . Finally, sound level is the amplitude of the sound, where a louder sound level might give a higher activity in the listener compared to a lower sound level [12, 14] . Designing a sonification using musical elements and sounds, according to the above discussion, gives the opportunity to create an emergent musical timbre, that should be able to convey different aspects of information even in complex visual representations. Furthermore, musical sounds are well adapted, at least on a more general level, to convey meaning, information, and emotions (see for example the discussions in [1, 5, 15, 29] ), and musical structures have an ability to convey a multitude of information to listeners quickly and intuitively [35] . This suggests that musical sounds are well suited for sonification, and this sonification approach will hereon be referred to as musical sonification.
The aim of this study is to explore the use of composed and deliberately designed musical sounds in connection to data visualization, to reduce a possible negative effect of simultaneous brightness contrast and the Mach band phenomena. These sounds are used to sonify intensity levels, i.e. brightness, in visual representations. These visual representations are constructed to mimic a part of a complex "real world" visualization. The main research interest is to investigate whether there is a benefit of musical sonification, and to what extent two different musical elements: the timbre (i.e. the frequency components of the sonification) and the sound level (i.e. the amplitude of the sonification), as well as the combination of these two elements, contributes to a possible benefit of sonification. It is hypothesized that the sonification will facilitate identifying the highest density level marked by the part in the visual representation with highest intensity.
Method
To address this hypothesis, an interactive test using musical sonification was devised to investigate: (1) if there is a benefit of musical sonification when exploring visual representations designed to illustrate different levels of density showing the complexity of grating. The upper half show the actual stimuli used in the test setup, the lower half show the same stimuli but with enhanced contrasts to more clearly reveal the grating for illustrative purposes levels and simultaneous brightness contrast, and (2) which of the three suggested musical sonification settings (timbre, sound level, and the combination of these two) that would be most effective to sonify the visual representations.
The visual representations
The visual representations (see example in Fig. 3 ) were designed to mimic a complex visualization of data. These visual representations contained visual elements that created challenges for the visual perception such as simultaneous brightness contrast and the Mach band phenomenon. The visual representations were created in Matlab (R2016a) as a variant of sine wave grating, by mixing two sinusoids in different frequencies, and then by adding some random ripples with applied Gaussian filter to the mixed sinusoids, and finally by adding a triangle wave to create a peak level in the combined wave form. Each output wave form created in this way was different by circularly shifting the elements in the array containing the sinusoids, and by the randomness of the ripples, as well as by variations of the slope and the magnitudes of the triangle wave. The parameters were changed within sets of ten wave forms, thus creating wave forms with different difficulty levels regarding identifying the highest peak level but with balanced difficulty level within the set of ten images. Then, a total of 90 images were created with an overall balanced difficulty level. The wave form was then scaled to 8 bit integers, and saved as intensity levels for the green channel in 24 bit RGB images in PNG format (Portable Network Graphics). The green color channel was used because the human visual perception is maximally sensible to contrasts between no light, i.e. black, and green with full luminance. This is due to the fact that green has higher perceived brightness (luminance) than red or blue of equal power [2, 33 ].
The sonification
The sonification used for this study was created in Super-Collider (3.8.0), which is an environment and programming language for real-time audio synthesis [20, 21] . In Super-Collider a synth definition was used that consisted of seven triangle waves, somewhat detuned around the fundamental frequency (− 6, − 4, − 2, + 2, + 4, and + 6 cents relative the fundamental frequency) to create a richer harmonic content. Cent is a logarithmic unit, where the interval between each semitone is divided into 100 cent. Eleven instances of the synth definition was used to form a rather large C major chord consisting of eleven tones (see Table 1 ). These tones were chosen to form the sonification with a musical approach to sonification in mind. This chord was mixed with pink noise at a low sound level to further ensure that a wide frequency band sound was used for the sonification, but still with a pleasant harmonic content.
Mapping the sonification to the visual representation
Two aspects of the composed sound were modulated due to the visual representation, amplitude and cutoff frequency. The intensity level of the pixels in the green RGB channel in the visual representation (see Fig. 3 ) was used to control the sound modulation. For the filter modulation (hereafter referred to as BPF), the sound passed through a second order band pass filter with a Q value of 0.5, where Q is conventionally defined as the cutoff frequency divided by the bandwidth. The cutoff frequency was mapped via a linear to exponential conversion where the lowest intensity level generated a cutoff frequency of 100 Hz while the highest intensity levels yielded a cutoff frequency of 6000 Hz. The amplitude modulation (hereafter referred to as AM) of the sound was mapped via a linear to exponential conversion, where the amplitude level was almost completely attenuated for the darkest regions in the visual representation, while there was no attenuation for the highest intensity lev-els. When amplitude modulation was used alone the original unfiltered sound was used for the sonification, and when filter modulation only was used the sound level was somewhat attenuated to match the overall sound level of the amplitude modulation.
Finally, when both modulation settings (hereafter referred to as BPFAM) were used, the sound first passed through the band pass filter and was then attenuated to the right amplitude level according to the intensity levels in the visual representation. A short demonstration of the sonification can be found here: https://vimeo.com/241283797.
Participants
For the present study, 25 participants (8 female and 17 male) with a median age of 34 (range 26-46) with normal, or corrected to normal, vision and self-reported normal hearing were recruited. The participants were all students or employees at Linköping University. No compensation for participating in the study was provided.
The test setup
The test was developed to explore the possible benefit of sonification, and was divided into four conditions: no sonification, sonification with band pass filtering, sonification with amplitude modulation, and sonification with both band pass filtering and amplitude modulation.
The test session took 20 min at the most, and was initiated with ten learning trials for familiarizing and to reduce learning effects. The learning trials consisted of three visual representations with no sonification, followed by two with band pass filtering, then two with amplitude modulation, and finally three with combined band pass filtering and amplitude modulation of the musical sonification. After the training, the test was divided into four parts according to the four sonification conditions, with twenty visual representations in each. The order of these four parts was balanced between subjects to avoid order effects. Between each part of the test, there was a short break where the participants answered a questionnaire about that particular sonification condition.
In the test, the participants moved a slider by using the computer mouse, to mark the highest intensity (i.e. brightest) level in the visual representation (see Fig. 4 ). The slider position corresponded to one pixel wide vertical line, and the sonification was modulated according to the intensity level for that pixel line. When the participants were pleased with their decision, they pressed the button just beneath the slider to mark the perceived pixel line with the highest intensity level and to initiate the next trial. The participants were asked to give answers as quickly as possible. The accuracy in the participants' selection, the selected intensity level in comparison with the highest intensity level in the visual rep- Fig. 4 The test setup. From above: "Find the brightest vertical line. Number 11 of 90. Try to answer as fast as possible.", followed by "Changes in sound level and frequency", the visual representation, the interactive slider used to select the vertical pixel line in the visual representation, and the button used to confirm the selection and for starting the next trial "Push this button to mark the brightest line." (all texts translated from Swedish) resentation, as well as response time were recorded. The accuracy for each sonification condition was calculated as the mean error (the highest intensity level minus the answer given) in twenty answers, and the response time for each condition was the mean response time for that condition. The condition was presented above each visualization to prepare the participant and to facilitate the participant's interpretation of the condition.
The experiment took place in a single session in a quiet office. Even if there were ambient sounds, the test environment was deemed quiet enough not to affect the tests conducted. Visual stimuli were presented on a 21" computer screen and auditory stimuli through a pair of Beyerdynamic DT-770 Pro headphones. The output of the headphones gave an auditory stimulation of approximately 65 dB SPL.
After the test, the participants answered the questionnaire again about whether they experienced a benefit of the sonification in general or not, as well as their experience of the different sonification conditions. Answers in the questionnaire were given via a 5-point Likert scale with ratings that ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Thus, the experiment yielded objective measures of sonification benefit, accuracy and response time, as well as subjective measures from the questionnaire.
Results
The accuracy was measured as the highest intensity level minus the participant's selected intensity level, hence a lower measure means better performance. The mean accuracy for each participant was the mean error for twenty measurements for each sonification condition. The mean accuracy was 6.8 (95% CI [4.24, 9.43 was analysed using a repeated measures ANOVA with one within-subject factor, sonification condition (No sonification, BPF, AM, BPFAM), a main effect of sonification condition was found (F(3, 72) = 14.10, p < 0.001, η 2 p = 0.37), where accuracy was better with sonification compared to the No sonification condition. Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons revealed a significant difference between No sonification and BPF (p = 0.005), as well as between No sonification and AM (p = 0.003), and between No sonification and BPFAM (p = 0.003), but there were no differences found between the three sonification conditions and there were no interactions found.
The mean response time was 6.1 s (95% CI [5.33, 6 .88]) for No sonification, 11.5 (95% CI [9.07, 13.85]) for BPF, 11.1 (95% CI [8.68, 13 .54]) for AM, and 10.5 (95% CI [8.51, 12.45 ]) for BPFAM, see Fig. 6 . When response time was analysed using a repeated measures ANOVA with one within-subject factor, sonification condition (No sonification, BPF, AM, BPFAM), a main effect of sonification condition was found (F(3, 72) = 19.05, p < 0.001, η 2 p = 0.44), where response times were longer when sonification was used compared to the No sonification condition. Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons revealed a significant difference between No sonification and BPF (p < 0.001), as well as between No sonification and AM (p < 0.001), and between No sonification and BPFAM (p < 0.001), but there were no differences in response time found between the three sonification conditions and there were no interactions found.
The subjective measures from the questionnaire show-ed that the participants generally experienced sonification as helpful, see Fig. 7 . This was measured as a lower ranking on the difficulty level (1 = very hard, to 5 = very easy) for Fig. 7 According to the subjective measures, it was experienced as easier to perform the task in the experiment when sonification was used, the sonification was also experienced as helpful for the accuracy, but not for completing the task more quickly the task without respectively with sonification. The median ranking for No sonification was 2 (range 1-4), and for sonification it was 4 (range 3-5). These results suggest that the task was experienced as easier with sonification compared to without sonification. The experienced benefit of sonification for improving accuracy was also measured (1 = no help, to 5 = much help). The median ranking was 5 (range 2-5), which suggest that the participants were aware of a benefit of sonification. And, finally, the experienced benefit of sonification for increasing response time was measured (1 = not faster, to 5 = much faster), where the median ranking was 4 (range 1-5), proposing that some participants thought they experienced a decrease in response time when sonification was used while others experienced an increase in response time.
Discussion
The visual representations used within this test setup contained visual elements that created problematic simultaneous brightness contrasts and Mach band phenomena for the user. Even if the task of marking the vertical pixel line with the highest intensity level might be considered as not very relevant for practical applications, the challenges for the visual perception that arise from these visual representations exist in many other visual representations in different visualization techniques used for data exploration, such as when using parallel coordinates for analyzing large multivariate data resulting in visual clutter or when exploring two dense populations in a scatter plot. Even though it is true that a simple mathematical test would be sufficient to mark the highest intensity level in a data set, the simple task used in this study should be considered as a simplification to enable the examination of musical sonification in a controlled setting. The challenge and problem with density levels, simultaneous brightness contrast and the Mach band phenomena still exist in larger and more complex visual representations, used in a variety of research disciplines and public outreach activities; hence the outcome of this experiment should be considered in a broader visualization perspective. Consequently, the knowledge gained within present study, that sonification supports the visual perception, should be generalizable to other visual representations than those used in the present study, such as parallel coordinates or scatter plots where the perception and exploration of the visual representation might be negatively affected by, for example, simultaneous brightness contrast.
The results found in the present study suggest that sonification can improve perception of a visual representation with regards to color intensity, thus reducing the negative effects simultaneous brightness contrast and the Mach band phenomenon might have on the visual perceptual system. Even if the performance without sonification was fairly high, the effect of sonification was nevertheless demonstrated by increased accuracy when sonification was used. This assumption was also supported by the subjective measurements. The subjective measurements from the questionnaire supported the objective measurements with regards to improved accuracy when sonification was used. It should be noted, though, that subjective ratings always may be biased in that participants may want to "do well" and please the researcher rather than sharing their actual experience.
Response time was also found to be longer when sonification was used regardless of sonification (i.e. BPF, AM, BPFAM), as compared to the condition with no sonification. This increase in response time suggests that the participants used the sonification to refine their selection, and that this took longer time. This hypothesis is also supported by the fact that accuracy increased when sonification was used. Consequently, the amount of information for the perception was not enough for full accuracy in the No sonification condition, but when another modality was added, more information was provided which enabled a higher accuracy, but this refined comparison also required longer time. Interestingly, some of the participants stated in the subjective measurements that sonification improved their response time, even if this was not the case according to the objective measure. It might be hypothesized that some participants actually believed that they performed the task faster, when they rather performed the task more accurately. There was nevertheless no statistical significant support for the subjective statement of performing the task faster.
The results also show that the specific sonification condition (i.e. BPF, AM, BPFAM) did not affect the outcome of the experiment. The accuracy was better and the response time longer with sonification regardless of the three sonification conditions tested. When studying mean accuracy as well as mean response time the combination of mapping both the cut-off frequency of the bandpass filter as well as the amplitude of the sonification had higher accuracy and faster response times, however there were no statistical significant differences found between the three sonification conditions. It might be hypothesized that mapping two musical aspects of the sonification to the visualization might provide a stronger effect for the auditory perception, but this was not proved in the present study.
It could be argued that the demonstrated benefit of sonification is because two modalities are better than one modality for this kind of task, as two modalities provide more information which facilitates a higher accuracy. However, as the mapping between intensity levels and the sonification was done linearly to exponentially, the sonification provided a higher degree of difference in intensity levels where the participant needed more information to perform more accurately. As a result, the accuracy could be expected to be higher when sonification was used compared to without sonification. However, the perception of amplitude as well as frequency is also nonlinear, which justifies the nonlinear mapping between intensity in the visual representation and the modulation in the sonification. As a consequence, it could be argued that the aural modality by itself, would perform better than the visual modality alone. Even if this was not investigated in the present study it could at least briefly be discussed. The two modalities are inherently different, where an image is spatial while a sound is temporal (at least as sound has been used within the present study). In the experiment used in the present study, only one sound was present at a time. Therefore, the participant would have to keep the changes in the sound, i.e. the envelope of the changes in frequency content and/or amplitude, in memory without visual cues in the visual representation on the display. This reasoning suggests that the use of the aural modality alone would result in poorer performance compared to performance when the visual modality alone is used, and most definitely when compared to the combination of the visual and aural modalities.
In the present study the type of sonification used in each trial was presented on the screen. The reason for this was to support the participant in understanding what change in the sonification to listen for. It could be argued that providing this information primed the participant to focus more on the sound than on the relationship between the visual representation and the sonification. However, the scope of the study was to explore how well the different sonification conditions could support the visual perception, and not how fast the participant could adjust to the different sonification conditions or how intuitive the participant experienced the link between the sonification and the brightness levels in the visual representation. From this perspective, providing this information to the participant strengthened the experimental setup, and enabled the participant to focus on using the sound as a tool to solve the task. Nevertheless, the intuitive link between brightness, as one of many possible visual properties that could be explored, and the mapping of different musical elements would be an interesting scope for future work.
Future work
For future work, further musical elements other than timbre (the mapping of the cutoff frequency of the band pass filter) and amplitude will be investigated. Musical elements that might be suitable for sonification is pitch, and harmony, as well as tempo and rhythm. Performance when using pitch as well as harmony could be compared to BPFAM and No sonification condition as used in the present study, thus forming a deeper understanding of the more detailed musical aspects contributing to the usefulness of sonification support for the visual perception.
It would also be interesting to explore a user's experienced link between the visual representation and the mapping of the sonification. This could answer not only what musical elements in sonification that are useful in terms of accuracy and response time to complement a visual representation, but also what musical elements that would be more ecologically valid to use in sonification. This could be qualitatively explored by an auditory only display, where data could be sonified and the user's task would be to explain their intuitive understanding of changes in the data based on the impression of the sonification alone.
Furthermore, it would be interesting to evaluate sonification in relation to a wider range of visual representations, as well as with "real world" data sets. This could indicate which musical elements in the sonification are most suitable to use interactively, and in combination with which kinds of visual representations for maximal usefulness of the interactive sonification. Sonification of real data would also be interesting to evaluate with domain experts to discern possible benefits of sonification in their work environment.
Conclusion
The results show that there was a benefit of sonification, showed by increased accuracy, in selecting the vertical pixel column with the highest color intensity in the visual representations. This suggests that sonification enhances the perception of color intensity, and thus simplifies the visual perception when it comes to challenges such as simultaneous brightness contrast and the Mach band phenomenon. This result was also supported by the subjective measurement. There were no differences between sonification conditions. Finally, the use and processing of the additional information took more time, leading to a longer response time when sonification was used as compared to when no sound was used.
